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background [ general information about the field ]
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maximum-contrast rule
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algorithm for progressively refining a matrix of dielectric
values

|such as light|travel at different velocities
depending on the type of material

through which they propagate, and, at interfaces between
different materials, are angularly redirected. occurs
when two electromagnetic waves are superimposed upon one another,
resulting in a change in amplitude.

Practical uses of photonic crystals|such as omnidirectional microscopic and high-efficiency
|require that one determine (and, much more desirably, prior to fabrication) the bandgaps.

In designing mirrors and waveguides, for example, it is desirable to the bandgaps.

Per the (discussed in P. Paul and F. Ndi, e-print physics/0205091), maximal bandgaps
are obtained when a photonic crystal consists of materials|intermediate dielectric values are not desirable.

In 2002, Dr. Prabasaj Paul published an
, in search of an optimal bandgap-maximized structure for a given pair of dielectric extrema

(specifically, the
of the material)

When electromagnetic waves travel
through objects consisting of multiple materials, interference can occur due
to these wave-superposition effects, which is known as .

are composite materials whose uniform component
materials are arranged in a periodic 1D/2D/3D structure, such as that
depicted by the image to the right.  The composite-material structure
and the types of materials used determine the wave frequencies that are not
allowed to pass through.  These disallowed frequency ranges are called

.

(ibid.).
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a 2D hexagonally-periodic laboratory-fabricated
photonic waveguide fabricated by francis ndi

the algorithm [ dr. prabasaj paul, 2002 ]

Though the idea of maximizing bandgaps has been
explored elsewhere, this algorithm takes a notably
different approach: rather than imposing a particular
geometric structure, a structure is instead .
This approach carries with it a few benefits:

* It can be used on crystals whose structures are
periodic in any number of geometric
dimensions.

* It is polarization non-specific|it can produce a
bandgap across all polarizations.

* It is independent of the symmetry
structure|periodicity is not required to be
square.

evolved

To perform an iteration with an dielectric matrix, an matrix must be eigensolved, and therefore the
algorithm increases with n .  This quickly becomes computationally expensive.

How can it be made tractable?
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* Increase computational power (make use of a
* Optimize eigensolving routines

* Decrease the number of iterations required to meet convergence criteria.
* Develop more powerful dielectric matrix updating parameters

£ £

* Decrease the amount of time required per iteration
\supercomputer")

progress / 2003 summer [ anderson research assistantship / steve mokris ]

Having converted Dr. Paul's algorithm from Mathematica to a combination of optimized/parallelized and
, we were then able to perform iteration sets at higher resolutions than were previously possible.  At the

beginning of the summer, we were able to perform an iteration of a 30x30 dielectric grid in about 10 minutes.  Through
our optimization/parallelization, and making use of one of the Ohio Supercomputer Center clusters, this had been
decreased to about 14 by the end of the summer.  This made iterations at higher resolutions much more
practical.

The results of this work provided support for two hypotheses of Dr. Paul:

1. The maximal bandgap structure is unique.  That is, regardless of the initial form of the
dielectric grid, the algorithm will converge toward a single well-defined structure, as suggested,
for example, by this data:*

2. During the iteration process, it is only necessary to examine the four \corner" points in wave-
vector space|analysis of intermediate wave-vector coordinates is unnecessary.*

* As these structures are periodic, spatial translations are insignificant.
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the algorithm [ dr. prabasaj paul, 2002 ]

Though the idea of maximizing bandgaps has been
explored elsewhere, this algorithm takes a notably
different approach: rather than imposing a particular
geometric structure, a structure is instead .
This approach carries with it a few benefits:

* It can be used on crystals whose structures are
periodic in any number of geometric
dimensions.

* It is polarization non-specific|it can produce a
bandgap across all polarizations.

* It is independent of the symmetry
structure|periodicity is not required to be
square.  Additionally, the algorithm is easily
adapted to maximize bandgaps across all
lattices.

evolved

To perform an iteration with an dielectric grid, an matrix must be eigensolved, and therefore the
algorithm increases with n .  This quickly becomes computationally expensive.

How can it be made tractable?
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* Increase computational power (make use of a
* Optimize eigensolving routines

* Decrease the number of iterations required to meet convergence criteria.
* Develop more powerful dielectric matrix updating parameters
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* Decrease the amount of time required per iteration
\supercomputer")

solving finite element vs. finite difference [ general information ]

Finite element approach to solving differential equations:

1. Tile the domain with polygons (triangles|the simplest|in our case).
2. Use a basis set of continuous (\shape") functions on each tile (linear functions|the simplest|in our case).
3. Form linear combinations of the shape functions to obtain minimum-error solution.

(see \Finite Element and Boundary Element Applications in Quantum Mechanics"
by L. Ramdas Ram-Mohan, Oxford University Press, 2002.)

Advantages over finite difference method:

1. Lowers the order of derivatives that have to be evaluated numerically.
2. The size of the tiles (and, hence, resolution) can be freely varied over the domain.

the algorithm, revised [ 2003/2004 anderson research assistantship / phung nguyen ]

Our approach:

1. Iterate and update dielectric grid starting at low resolution.

2. Replace tiles by smaller ones in regions where higher resolution is needed.

3. Go to 1 unless convergence criteria met, or computational capacity exceeded.

Further work:

* Determine a robust and effective retiling strategy (in step 2 above).

Dielectric profile: Initial (random) state
Bandgap 0.0115

Dielectric profile: 10 iterations later
Bandgap 0.2699

Dielectric profile: After retiling

Dielectric profile: 10 iterations later
Bandgap 0.2763

Tiled profile after a total of 20 iterations
(further iterations, however, are necessary)
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bands 3 and 4

Finally, with the modified eigensolver and regeneration framework, iteration sets of a 200x200 dielectric matrix
became tractable.  Several variations upon the aforementioned convergence criteria---including variance upon
differential bandgap per iteration and upon differential band edges per dielectric matrix point---were tested, and
numerous iteration sets were run, focusing on bands 3 and 4.

Geometrically, this result compares favorably with the treatment by Cox and Dobson:

Cox and Dobson, however cite a (unit-corrected) bandgap of 1.08071, a 33% difference from our value.  This is to be
expected, however, as the numerical bandgap is a difference between two comparatively large numbers.  Given the
present difference in convergence contrast ratios (i.e., the ratio of intermediate dielectric values to dielectric
extrema), it is expected that, given further convergence of our solution, the results should match much more closely.

-0.56759 0.01706 0.25287 0.50140 0.61215 0.65849 0.72768 0.72192

N=50 N=100 N=200

Bandgap

Resolution

(many iterations took place between each step represented here)

Our result at N=200 Cox and Dobson

future work

The problem of increasing the convergence contrast ratio in our above work is being attacked from several angles.

Additional optimization and parallelization strategies are being considered.  The aforementioned new cluster is
scheduled to be replaced with spare cycles siphoned from the myriad unused cycles available in existing campus
computer labs.  In order for this to be practical, new parallelization methods will need to be considered.  So far,
parallelization has taken place with wave-vector space coordinates as the atomic unit.  Now that we are comfortable
with the notion that only four wave-vector space coordinates need be examined during iteration, this technique is
valuable only on clusters of five computers (including one to perform coordinational tasks).  Given the expectation
that a multitude of computers, each with a fraction of their cycles to donate, will be employed, a subatomic
parallelization method is required.  Implementation of this form of parallelization is presently underway.

Further exploration of convergence criteria is underway, as methods other than that specified verbatim in the
original algorithm have only cursorily been explored at present.

Finally, recent developments on the other side of this project|finite element method|are being considered for
integration with the current C++ code base.  This is expected to assist significantly in reducing time-per-iteration
and increasing convergence-per-iteration.

accommodating larger data sets

With this new computational resource, we quickly ran into another bottleneck: .  Though a
was used to within the eigensolver itself, the expanded

matrix was represented densely in the remainder of the code.  Higher resolutions which were now tractable due to
the increased computational resources quickly began to cross the threshold between physical and virtual memory,
decimating performance.  As no suitable sparse matrix manipulation routines existed at the time, Steve set out to

.

The main program was reworked to interface with the new sparse matrix library, which provided dramatic results.
Processing of a 37x37 dielectric matrix formerly required 614 MiB, which, at this point, had been reduced to about 6
MiB.  Consequently, processing a 200x200 dielectric matrix (more than enough resolution for fabrication purposes)
was now possible, and it only took around two hours per iteration.

Testing revealed, however, that the we had been using (based upon the ARPACK reference
implementation by Lehoucq, et al) did not perform appropriately with matrices of this resolution (expanded,
40000x40000 elements).  This was traced to assumptions made in the reference implementation in regard to way in
which the number of iterations required to find an eigenvalue scaled with the size of the matrix.  By adjusting this
iterative scaling factor, proper results were obtained.

Iterations at 200x200, however, remained undesirably slow, so the regeneration framework was modified to begin
with a low-resolution matrix, and, upon reaching the point of no further gains at that resolution, to

.

memory usage
compressed-column sparse matrix representation

write a sparse matrix library

eigensolver

progressively
scale / interpolate the matrix

C++

a new cluster

Upon further profiling the code executed on the clusters at the
, we discovered that the

share of the processing time we were actually receiving (after
waiting in the job queue for dekaminutes or even ) was

to that which could be provided by the cluster
of computers that happened to be residing in Steve's
livingroom at the time, consisting mostly of Athlon XP 2200
machines (see photo to right).  This carried with it several
advantages: it was and required

(both significantly assisting with development
turnaround), and the processing power available and
architecture of the cluster were both very appropriate for the
task.  The cluster was imaged with a performance-tuned

install.
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softpixel laboratories, 2004 summer


